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The aim of this paper is to prove the following result. 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite nonsoluble group with the following properties :
(a) Sylow 2-subgroups of G are Abelian, 
(b) G has no (normal) subgroups of index 2. 
(c) G has an inwolution t such that C(t) = (t) x F, where F r PSL(2,3). 
Then G is isomorphic to the automorphism group of PSL(2,S). 
REMARK. The group G characterized in the Theorem is the smallest 
group of Ree associated with the simple Lie algebra of type (Gs) [I]. The 
Theorem was also proved independently by R. Brauer. 
Proof of the Theorem. Let G be a finite group satisfying the conditions (a), 
(b), and (c) of our Theorem. Let S be the Sylow 2-subgroup of C(t). The 
case N(S) = C(t) would violate our condition (b) (by the transfer theorem). 
Hence we have 1 N(S)/S 1 = 21 since C(S) = S. On the other hand, GL(3,2) 
does not contain elements of order 21 which shows that N(S) is the holo- 
morph of S by the noncyclic group PQ of order 21, where P = (v) has order 
7 and Q = (p) has order 3. Furthermore P 4 PQ, P acts fixed-point-free 
on S, p fixes the involution t and the centralizer of any involution in N(S) 
is contained in N(S). 
The group N(S) has three special classes in the sense of Suzuki [3]: 
cl(t) (the class of t in N(S)), cl(+) and cl(t/+). 
The group N(S) has 3 linear characters x,, (the trivial character), h and A, 
where x denotes the complex conjugate character of A. Then N(S) has two 
irreducible characters of degree 3: 77 and ii, which have S in the kernel. 
Let 8’ be the irreducible character of degree 7 of PS and let 0 denote an 
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extension of 0’ to an irreducible character of V(S). Such an extension exists 
since V(S) is the stability group of 8’. Since At?, X6’ are the other two irreducible 
characters of degree 7 of N(S), we can suppose that 8 is a real character. 
\ve have e(t) = - 1 and e(x) = 0 for x E PS ‘, S. From the orthogonality 
relations we get (e(p))” = 1 and hence e(p) = f 1. By considering the cha- 
racteristic roots of TV in the representation of 0 we see that e(p) = 1. We have 
the following character table on nonspecial classes of IV(S): 
1 1 1 1 3 3 I 7 7 
P 1 
,!I 
P -1 0 0 1 P -1 
cc -1 1 p 0 0 1 pfI Y  1 1 K + K* + ICI K-1 + /c-p + Jr-1 0 0 ii 
v--l 1 1 1 K-1 + K-a + x-4 K+K*+Kl 0 0 0 
In this table p denotes a primitive 3rd root of 1 and K denotes a primitive 7th 
root of 1. The module of generalized characters (over the ring of integers) of 
N(S) which vanish on nonspecial classes of N(S) has the following basis: 
We are now going to apply the exceptional character theory of Suzuki [3]. 
Denoting by 1 x 1 the norm (x, X) of a character x we have in our case 
1 v1 ] = 1 pl* 1 = 4 and (q, , vl) = (lo, pl*), where lo denotes the principal 
character of G. Similarly 
i ye I = I R* I = I v3 I = I w* I = 4, 
where vi* denotes the induced character of G. Hence we have the following 
decomposition: 
I1 *=1G+qXl+qZ+~3~3 
9% * = 77LY1+ rldh f 7?3Y3 + 14Y4 
v3 * = &G + S!a% + 53x3 + 6424 , 
where xi , yi , zi denote nonprincipal irreducible characters of G, ci, T]~ , ti 
are all f 1, and the irreducible characters which appear in a fixed pi* 
(i = 1,2, 3) are different. Now we have two possibilities: (I) the irreducible 
characters appearing in pl* and va* are all different, or (II) Q~* and ~a* 
contain at least one irreducible character in common. 
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Case (I). We have 
I ‘pl i ps I = I VI* + ‘p3* I = 12, 
and so we can denote the characters in such a way that x1 = x1 , za = xs , 
51 = El , 12 = E2 9 and all other irreducible characters appearing in vr* 
and pa* are different. Similarly from 
I vJ2 + P)3 I = I v2* + v3* I = 12 
follows after a suitable notation (of the characters appearing in q2*) z, = yr , 
z, = y2 , 5s = v1 , 5‘, = 72 . Hence we finally have: 
~l*=lc+~lxl+~ZX2+~3xQ 
P)3 * = 1lY1+ 772Y2 + 7l3Y3 + 714Ya 
vs* = w1+ E2X2 + WY1 + 72Y2 * 
Using the Frobenius reciprocity law we get the following result: If x is any 
irreducible character of G and u any element of the special classes of N(S), 
then 
x(4 = @l + 112 - n3> + n2w + (n, - n*) dh 
where ni is the multiplicity with which x appears in vi* (i = 1,2, 3, i.e., 
n, = (x, vi*). In particular we get xl(t) = 3~~ , x,(2) = 3~~ , x3(t) = l a , 
n(t) = qr , y2(t) = q2 . We are now in the position to apply the following: 
LEMMA OF SUZUKI [3]. Let G be a finite group of even order, H a sub- 
group of G and D a subset of H with the property : 
(*) if u E D and x%x = u-l, then x E H. Let 0 = 1, bivj be a generalized 
character of H (q~ are irreducible characters of H) which vanishes on 
H \ D. If 8* = & cixi is th e induced generalized character of G (xr are irre- 
ducible characters of G), then 
where g = 1 G I , h = 1 H 1 , fi = xi(l), Uj = IJJ~(~), xi(l) is the sum of the 
values of the character xi on all the involutions of G and C&J) is the sum 
of the values of the character vj on all the involutions of H. 
Applying this lemma to p1 and (p,* (H = N(S)), we get 
g(l+++9(+++9.27, 
3 
(1) 
where g = I G I and axe = fl , +x2(l) = f2 , cax3( 1) = f3 . Also from 
vl*(l) = 0 follows 
1 +fl +f2 +f3 =a (2) 
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.\pplying the same lemma to ~a and ~a*, we get 
,(+++9(+++))=9-27 
2 ’ 
and us* = 0 gives 
fl + fi + g1 + a2 = a 
where 
?lYlU) = g1 and 12.d) = 82 ’ 
Now comparing (1) and (3) we get 
(3) 
(4) 
or 
fsk1 + A%) = g1 * &U +f3)* (5) 
If 1 +fs = 0, then xa is a nonprincipal linear character of G. Suppose that 
1 +fs # 0. From (2) and (4) we get 1 +fs = gl + gs and then from (5) 
follows g, - g, = f3 . But from the relations 
.a +A% = 1 +f3 
i?l ‘a? =f3 
follows that g, or gs is equal to 1. 
We conclude that in the case (I) the group G possesses at least one non- 
principal linear character. 
Case (II). Since 
I Pl + 9% I = 19J1* + va* I = 8, 
we get with a suitable notation 
p1* = 1, + VI + wz + ~3~3 
cpz* = ElXl - we + 7w3 + ??4Y4 9 
where all differently denoted characters are different. Because 
I VI + 9Ja I = I ?J1* + p’s* I = I Pa + Ps I = I TPa* + v3* I = 12 
the characters vI* and p3* have precisely two irreducible characters in com- 
mon and they appear with the same multiplicity and the same is true for the 
pair v2*, q3*. This gives essentially only one possibility: 
P3 * = Wl + ‘3X3 + 173y3 + t,% 9 
where z4 is different from all irreducible characters appearing in pl* and pa*. 
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The values of the irreducible characters of G on the involution t can be 
computed in the same way as in Case (I): 
x1(t) = 2% , -Q(t) = 2% , 43(t) = 3% , 
ho) = 7a > At) = - 74 9 J%(t) = 21, * 
Let us denote +U) =fi , w,(l) =fa , ~~(1) =f3, ~~(1) = g,, 
t)dd(l) = g, , and &z,(l) = ha. Then using the Lemma of Suzuki for pi , 
pi* and then for ~a , r~+* and finally for ps , qs* and also the relations 
cpl*(l) = %*u) = %*u) = 0 
we get the following system of equations: 
1 +fi+fi+f,=o 
fi -fa + g3 + 84 = 09 
fi +fa +gs + h, =O, 
where g = 1 G I. 
From (1) and (3) we get 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
fib + %d = &,(fz + 4). 
The relations (4), (6), and (7) give the quadratic equation in gs 
&?(fB + 4) -gdf,P + 2fs + 4) +f*(f2 + 1) = 0 
(7) 
(8) 
since fa + 4 # 0. Namely we have x2(t) = 2~s and summing up xs on a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G gives 14~s + +(I) = 0 (mod 8) or fa E - 14 
(mod 8). The equation (8) gives gs = 1 or gs = f2( fi + l)/( fa + 4). In the 
first case ys is a nonprincipal linear character of G. Suppose that we are in 
the second case. Then using (4) and (6) we get 
h _ 4(f* + 1) 
‘- f,-k4 l 
Since (fB + 4) - ( fa + 1) = 3 and fa = 2fl, where fi is odd we must have 
fa’ +2 = f 1 or f3, 
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and SO we have the following possibilities: f2 = - 2, - 6, 2, - 10. Since 
fi = 2 (mod S), we have to consider only the cases fi = - 6 or 2. 
The case ja = 2. Again g, = 1 and G has a nontrivial linear character. 
The case j2 = - 6. We get here g, = - 15, h, = 10. Using now the 
relations (2) and (5) we get 
(-- 6 --a (& + 4 (- 15;(g -fl) 1 = OS 
and so ji = - 6 or 10. If jr = - 6, then from (4) follows ja = 11, and the 
formula (1) gives 
g = 233311, 
which is not possible because g has to be divisible by 7. If ji = 10, then 
g, = - 1 and yd is a nonprincipal linear character of G. Hence in any case 
the group G has a nonprincipal linear character. 
Our group G has a proper normal subgroup N with an Abelian factor 
group G/N of odd order. 
Suppose that O(G) # 1. Then C(t) n O(G) = 1 because C(t) does not 
have a nontrivial normal subgroup of odd order. All involutions are conjugate 
and so a Sylow 2-subgroup of G acts fixed-point-free on O(G), which is not 
possible. Consequently the group G has no nontrivial normal subgroup of 
odd order. 
Suppose that N has a normal subgroup of index 2. Then N has a charac- 
teristic subgroup hTl such that N/N, is a nontrivial 2-group. We have Nr Q G 
and, since Sylow 2-subgroups of G are elementary and all involutions are 
conjugate in G, the group N1 must have odd order and hence Nr = 1. But 
then N is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and GIN must be the noncyclic group of 
order 21 which is not the case. Hence N does not have a normal subgroup of 
index 2 and so all involutions of N are conjugate in hT. 
If t is an involution of N and x E G, then x3x is an involution of N and 
there is an element y E N such that x-ltx = y-lty. Hence yx-l E C(t) and we 
get G = C(t) * N. It follows that G/N has order 3. There is an element p 
of order 3 of G \ N which induces a nontrivial automorphism of order 3 on N, 
and C(t) n N = S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N. 
By a theorem of Suzuki [2], we have either S Q N and G = N(S) or 
N s PSL(2, 8) since O(N) = 1. The group G is in the latter case the auto- 
morphism group of PSL(2,S). The proof is complete. 
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